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^i>ybjyCdi_-<Q.1 Encircle the correct answer.

L^dCljjU1. Primary colours are;
I

a) Green, Orange b) Orange, Purple 

We need to have a lot of technical Knowledge to

c) Blue, Red d) Blue* Pink

d) Create

d) 14

d) Problem solvin; 

d) Angle

.
2.

c) Implementa) Draw b) Compose 

How many lines make a volume;3.

a) 8 b) 12

Creative thoughts come through the

b) Experience 

In architecture form primary element is; 

a) Circle

Creative is a behaviour; 

a) Innate

Harmony is achieved in a body by

using..........elements.

a) Different

Exteriors areas are consist of;

c) 4

4.

a) Problem c) Solution

5.
c) Pointb) Line

d) None of these 

--------

6.

c) a and bb) Learned

7,

d) Similar

Exterior 

. d) All of these

d) None of these 
-oitfUH_____ ifcUiy

c) Large sizedb) Alternative

areas8.

c) Landscapeb) Forests 

Building which reflects muslims religion

b) Mosque 

types of balance.

a) Park

9. .-f-
c) Temple .a) Church

The10. re are
d) 5c) 2a) 4 b) 3
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SECTION-1

Q.1 Write short answers to any twelve (12) of the following questions.

1. Write the defination of line.

2. What are the characteristics of architecture.

3. Name any two stages of architectural design process.

4. Define circulation system.

5. Define sitf plan.

6. Define po nt.

7. What are the Basic shapes.

8. What is the relation between art and architectural.

9. Write the types of architectural drawings.

10 What is design layout.

11 Define harmony.

12 Define secondary and tertiary colours.

13 What is interior spaces.

14 Define Axte.

15 Is creativity an innate behavior.

16 Write three reasons which makes human being 

creative.

17 Write names of any three famous architects.

18 Define context.
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Interior Spaces

SECTION-11
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Note: Attempt any two (2) questions.

Q.2 Write in detail components of build environment. 

Q.3 Describe in detail different steps of architectural 

process design.

Q.4 Explain the relationship between architecture and 

society. !
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